


Audit

Perceivable Homepage Our new heritage – standard page New College Society City and 
Professional Network Talk and 
Drinks, Tuesday 25 June 2019 – Form

Notes Content Design Code

Do all images have an appropriate text equivalent? Is essential 
visual information also available as text?

Alt text is available for images and it seems that it is added to images. Alt text is available for images and it seems that it is 
added to images.

There are no images on the form. As a rule when there’s an image on its 
own and is relevant to the content, an alt 
text needs to be added. Provide a null 
text alternative (alt="") when the only 
purpose of an image is to add visual 
decoration to the page, rather than to 
convey information that is important to 
understanding the page. If “” is added to 
alt text, screen readers will skip it.

Content

Do all images have an appropriate text equivalent? Is essential 
visual information also available as text?

Social media icons are font awesome icons with an aria-hidden class. Social media icons are font awesome icons with an 
aria-hidden class.

Social media icons are font awesome 
icons with an aria-hidden class.

Code

Do all audio files have a transcript? Is essential audio 
information availble as text?

There’s no audio files on the homepage. There’s no audio file on this page. There’s no audio file on this page. We’re not aware of audio files used on 
the site.

Content

Do all videos have captions that are synchronised with the 
audio?

There’s no video on the homepage. There’s an embedded YouTube video that has 
YouTube’s automatic description but it is in Spanish.

There’s no video on this page. Content

Does video that includes important visual information have an 
audio description?

There’s no video on the homepage. There’s no video like this on the page. There’s no video on this page. We’re not aware of this type of videos on 
the site. Caption is more important or 
could create transcript for these videos.

Content

Is all content structure that is communicated visually available 
to assistive technologies?

Yes. Yes. Yes. Code

If styling is removed is the content in a logical order? Yes, but menus are showing twice and they keep appearing and disappearing. Menus are showing twice and they keep appearing 
and disappearing and there’s a big gap between skip 
to main content link and menu. The sidemenu 
appears before the feature boxes

Menus are showing twice. Code

Have you avoided using visual characteristics to communicate 
information?

Yes. Yes. Yes. The site may use tables, lists and forms 
but they are communicated in ways that 



Actions

Area Checklist Comment Area Action needed Who Olamalu notes

ALT TEXT & CAPTIONS Do all videos have captions that are synchronised 
with the audio?

There’s an embedded YouTube video that has YouTube’s automatic description 
but it is in Spanish.

content Review captions. Customer done

STYLING If styling is removed is the content in a logical 
order?

Menus are showing twice and they keep appearing and disappearing. There’s a 
big gap between skip to main content link and menu. The sidemenu appears 
before the feature boxes.

code Look at the banner slider and mobile menu. Olamalu done

COLOUR & CONTRAST Does all text have sufficient contrast against the 
background colour?

On the homepage, the main menu and cookie pop-up buttons failed the 
contrast check. The search placeholder text and the footer menu links would 
pass for large text only but they are 14px normal font weight.
On the standard page, the following failed the contrast check: quote, gallery 
captions, Gallery feature box title and side menu items. The header links would 
only pass if they were large text, but they are 13px.

design Suggest alternative colours. Olamalu done on live site

Do all important graphical objects, interface 
components, and states  (s)-16 (,)2 ( and Ua0ges)-16 (t)2g agai
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